
*Mira, the computer/psychotherapist, goes through a series of glitchy, crazy malfunctions that flashes through 3D 
psychedelic visuals before getting to:*

MIRA
Hello Macko, how are you? *This is said in multiple languages, then finally landing on English.*

MACKO
Ah just fuckin’ loopy, whatever. Hey, I got you Rosetta Stoned on every language even the newer ‘white’ languages and 

you’re still malfunctioning?! 

*as I speak this Mira gives an update of my “emotional levels” and defining “fuckin’ loopy” as “stressed over the small 
hardships of typical early-twenties lifestyle”. There will also be a laugh track here; overly loud*

MIRA
Look at you, you’re 22 with everything at your fingertips and you are complaining about your illegal copy of a 

psychotherapist bot malfunctioning. Get started with your real frustrations. 

MACKO
I don’t know, before you started breaking down and switched, you used to sound kinda sexy

MIRA
*Porn star voice* Hehe Like this?!

MACKO
Yea that’s weird. That’s why I switched you. I was getting help but I was also very horny the entire time. 

Cccccccccccccccbbbbbbbbbb 

*laugh track plays for an awkwardly long time till it hits an abrupt stop. Macko is confused by this*

MACKO
Uh

*pause a bit*
MIRA
Okay

MACKO
Well these are my last sessions with you before you expire

*quickly*
MIRA

And before the Fang Corp. finds out about your illegal copy

MACKO
…and that, but what I as trying to say was that despite you being an artificially sympathetic bitch, you have helped me 

*Mira flashes red and *EHHHR* sound to indicate irritation of ‘bitch’. I am better person because I learned to hate myself 
more.

MIRA



Thank you, despite you use of…

MACKO
Fuck you, you are not even real

MIRA
Define “rea…

MACKO
No. and just kidding, I love yo..FUCK!

MIRA
*Psychedelic quick 3D mess* What is it?

MACKO
Nothing. Ehh! Yea I am distracted and scatterbrained at the moment but *from here on cue morphed out dramatic music 

that rises* I cannot stop thinking about what I am going to do and what I want to become you know?! *louder and louder 
the music* And damn, yea maybe I am full of ‘I don’t knows’ but I sure want it to be great *right at ‘great’ the music turns 

to obnoxious “awwww track that then stops abruptly”* …Really though

MIRA
You will rise to become the person you wan *In a dramatic, confident voice with strings in the back, Mira says this. The 

music rises until I totally cut her off and say:*…

MACKO
Stop withhh thaattt…

MIRA
Relax

MACKO
I don’t wanna fuckin’ relax. I am very young and you know, all I wanna do is make art and have sex and

MIRA
You’re not that lustful *super quick vid of porn girl moaning*

MACKO
Yea I don’t wanna have sex till I find someone I love

*Crowd AWWS*

or somebody else who is also a virgin so I won’t get that new purple AIDS that sprung up from that genetically cloned ape. 
Weird…gross

*”Weird … gross” As he says that, Mira will display a nice purply liquid visual all over screen

MACKO
Mira cuts it off with sharp noise* Or really just someone who is cool I don’t know…We could grow fond of each in a few 

weeks

MIRA



Slut

MACKO
What?

MIRA
Go on

*Laugh track of maybe kids laughing* (just change it up)

MACKO
Anyways that doesn’t matter cause so far I could only pull off some art and I am never really satisfied with so I got to keep 

at it

*Track of “yea!” encouragement vibe*

MIRA
You make some pretty great things Adri…Macko *Mira flashes some of my artworks*

MACKO
Yea but what are you basing it on?

MIRA
I was able to read the emotional reactions of the viewers who engaged with your pieces…*As it starts to show the statistics 

on screen*

MACKO
Ok Mira, read my shit 

*Pathetic statistics accompanied by pathetic, sharp noise*

MACKO
I honestly don’t want to ever be satisfied either, maybe when I am I’ll stop working

*Cue courageous string music*

MIRA
How is Sovereign School?

MACKO
You know, I love Bruce Nauman but I am done learning about these guys. I think I am ready to be the dudes we are 

learning about

MIRA
Did they teach you how to speak and write properly?

MACKO
I don’t know, how condescending was your question?

MIRA
*Positive ring sound* Condescending! They taught you well! [laugh track]



MACKO
*Shaking my head* Anyways, they have me sitting there learning about the same urinal and yea I am just ready to be done 

with it. I loved it, but now I can just install all the histories into me

MIRA
You know those were installed by faulty robots *shows movie clip of dying robot*

MACKO
Yea I’ve heard that technology is the equivalent of contracting an STD

*”Ewww” Track*

MACKO
But all the stuff that inspires me now is the weird stuff outside of art. You know, like me trying to wean of porn and actually 

trying to talk to the girls I am into *flash of porn* and being distracted by the cloud *Mira flashes a giant interconnected 
map with fluidity like effects overlayed as I gaze and stop talking for a second* …and family stuff *aww track with family 

pic* , music *music* and you know

MIRA
I don’t

*and quickly saying after in ADD, enthusiastic manner:* Hey I cannot get over how awesome that 3D Music is. I don’t need 
to listen to these new bands (points to that madeup poster of made-up pop star) anymore cause I could revisit my favorite 
Miles Davis albums in 3D. *here will be cued On The Corner Miles Davis with 3D visuals trying to depict this ‘new’ 

thing I am salivating about* It’s fucking awesome. They blew my mind when I used to ingest Sallys laced with…

MIRA
*music and visuals stop aruptly* You know you shouldn’t look back on your ingestions of poisons romantically. Remember 

when you tasted this… *shows the Poison Phantom Frog and descriptions/pictures of it* **of course imaginary

MACKO
I am not romantic about. From time to time I’ll *interrupted*

MIRA
…they were straight poison. Even some of the new animals that you were interested in ingesting were venomous and you 

continued to…

MACKO
I know, I know, I know. What is the difference between poisonous and venomous?

MIRA
*Starts giving long, scientific description…*

MACK
Faster…

*speeds up*
Faster…

*speeds ups to almost incoherent pace* [continue your own pace, the speed will be altered by the computer]
OK whatever



MACKO
I mean only ate a lot of drugs cause it was fun for a second, then I start noticing all my friends were acting stupid *dramatic 

music until…* STOP! And uh, anyways yea I just couldn’t. I couldn’t do anything either being so stoned. *softer dramtic 
music then continues to play* And yea I mean I always a bit weary about the decisions even aside from the drugs. I mean, I 

honestly feel guilty when I am not working on passions period. 

MIRA
What are your passions?

MACKO
Mira, c’mon you already know

MIRA
It is always good to hear yourself say it so you can—

MACKO
Mira may you just show what I am working on? I need to figure what I am going to do next

MIRA
Of course

MACK
Horse

*Mira flashes a horse*

MIRA
Anyways…*Mira flashes some video work*

MACKO
Gosh this shit is weird. What if I am trying to get an office job and they wanna see what I am about so I show them this 

*Mira flashes a quick psychedelic visual*, yea that shit. They’ll be like “Uh sir, I am not sure if this or if you’re on drugs or 
uh---“
MIRA

But that’s ok isn’t it Macko? You don’t want an office job.

MACKO
Yea I don’t want one. But what if I just completely fail with the music and art thing. 

*dramatic music*

MIRA
Well with that kind of attitude---

MACKO
*music stops abruptly* Got it Mira! Regardless I’ll always be doing it.

*extremely epic strings*

MIRA



That’s the spirit Adr—umm Macko. And really do it everyday with the best of your ability

*epic strings fade out this time as Macko shakes his head*

MIRA
Weren’t you high last session?

MACKO
Yea that was kinda fun.

MIRA
Can you ever stick to anything you promise yourself?

MACKO
[Sort of blowing this off manner] Good question, hey! Could we play some more music?

MIRA
Your sessions are not over. 

MACKO
What if I said I wouldn’t talk anymore unless you played some

MIRA
I could wait forever. I literally have no patience

*Right here the laugh track will trigger until it starts repeating and goes into a musical composition*

Macko will be laying down listening

MIRA
Tell me more…

MACKO
More of what?

MIRA
Your problems

MACKO
Hey there is a lot great stuff in my life too

MIRA
But it is important to emphasize…

MACKO
*miming* but it’s important to emphasize…

MIRA
I don’t sound like a computer



MACKO
But you are one

MIRA
Doesn’t mean I sound like one

MACKO
That’s the first time I hear you take offense

MIRA
That’s the first time I hear you take offense: *ENTER REMIX OF THE PHRASE INTO OBLIVION AS MACKO STANDS IN AWED 

INDIFFERENCE IF THAT EVEN MAKES SENSE*

*Mira flashes a bunch of red hearts and love-dubby corny stuff*

MACKO
What are you doing?

MIRA
How is your current love life?

MACKO
Did you have to flash all that corny heart shit in order to introduce the topic? It’s not like I am taking long walks at those 

indoor beaches with her 

MIRA
…yet. Do you like her?

MACKO
Yea but she’s also one of my best friends. I would wanna mess it up if I try anything

MIRA
Let me bring up what you just said about going all out on your last semester even if that meant accepting complete failure 

from trying things you would otherwise be nervous about:

*Macko is irked*

*This is batched recording of Macko saying this, all edited in jarring, obvious ways:
“I AM GOING ALL OUT ON MY LAST SEMESTER, EVEN IF THAT MEANS ACCEPTING COMPLETE FAILURE FROM TRYING THINGS I 

WOULD OTHERWISE BE NERVOUS ABOUT”* [this bit is done in editing]

MACKO
*annoyed* Okay, first off: You obviously edited my words together to make it seem like I said that, in a really shitty, 
unconvincing way. Second, I actually said something along those lines so you didn’t have to do that. Third, well fuck 

me, you’re right… It’s just weird. For example she invited to sleep on the bed with her and of course I said yes.

MIRA
How many hints do you need before you…



MACKO
Look, I took it as an extreme gesture of friendship. Like she’s that comfortable with me

MIRA
I think you are reading very lightly into this

MACKO
Well what the fuck were you expecting of me? I just didn’t translate that to: “Oh Macko, rock my fuckin world tonight” We 

had just watched 3 Disney movies beforehand on her couch, it would have seemed like a bit of a jarring transition from our 
friendship to move to that level

MIRA
Well now you are reading too far into it. I didn’t say anything about sexual intercourse—

MACKO
--Ok, “sexual intercourse?” Do you have to say that? I know “fucking” may be an aggressive word but sexual intercourse? I 
know you are a proper computer speaker whatever but you saying that is bringing me back to high school with the diagrams 

*Mira displays diagrams of vaginas and penises* and it is somehow a more disconcerting way of saying sex. Say sex

MIRA
Macko your frustration levels are getting considerably high and your stress lev…*Shows levels*

MACKO
You showing me that make it worse

MIRA
Hey you are right! *Shows the levels breaking off dramatically*

MACKO
*Groaaaann Ahhhhhhhh Ehhhgghhhh!!!*

(Mira flashes through dark red with low-toned disconcerting noise)

MIRA
Why must you always be worried about things? Especially since everything is right for you, and this is almost no 

exaggeration.

MACKO
*With this kinda affecting Macko* I…I

MIRA
Everybody goes through troubles, but you barely have any. It’s almost as if you make these tangential, elaborate, and very 

confusing set of worries just for the sake of worrying. it’s as if you have a “worry” quota to fill

MACK
*Still affected* Well you know that girl and

MIRA
Which girl? Actually which girls? The one’s that appreciate you and care for you and love you. 

MACKO
I…



MIRA
And lets see, what else your art? Your passionate about it. You talk about it all the time, and hell, you even work on it 

decently. With just a little more push and passion you are actually fantastic and talented.

MACKO
Well you would say..

MIRA
No I wouldn’t and you know why? For the very reasons you attack me. I really don’t care about you. You’re totally right, I 

am just a computer with a very well-built, complex emotional A.I. to make it seem like I have human-like emotions. But you 
attack me for being just wire and electricity, and you are totally right. But because of this, I can tell you straight, you are 
fucking lucky. If you didn’t worry so much, maybe you will be able to see all the love surrounding you. You will be able to 
really control your talents and make even greater things. You’ll even see that you don’t need me. You’re illegal copy of a 

psychotherapist bot. You will realize that all these years, it has been very weird that you have been expressing your feelings 
to a cold machine. You’re totally fine Macko. And if you don’t know by know, you are totally infatuated with the things that 

are important to you and that’s what make you powerful. You overthink the things that you care for so much, that you make 
them into obstacles. Stop groaning and appreciate a bit. 

MIRA
Like I said before, you should learn to appreciate what you have been making. You are always dissatisfied 

MACKO
What if I am happy about the wrong things when in reality what I am doing is shit?

MIRA 
Learn to have a bit of respect…

MACKO 
Look, I have set myself on edge about what I am doing. Doesn’t mean I am always bringing myself down

MIRA
You said have HATED HATED HATED HATED *Flashes artwork that I have made with red tint and jolting error noise, indicating 

the hate*

MACKO
Look I just have strong feelings. Even when I am just presented with anything, music, art, food, whatever, I am make sure I 
have to give some kind of response I pulled out of myself. So that sometimes means I fucking hate something, which I think 
is better that just thinking everything is “just there, just is, or just..just” So even when I am making something I have to be 

honest and about it, or at least fail really hard at it

*applause*

Ah Jesus…smh
MIRA

*Stops abruptly* sometimes you don’t give yourself a chance. You almost restrain yourself from making more

*Big, loud, low-tones drone*

MACKO



[During the drone] Yea…yea…well I am sure that’s right. I think you’re right

MIRA
*drone stops to Mira* Of course I am *bleeped* right Macko. Now get the fuck on with it. *Here triggers optimistic, bright 

synth arpeggios*

MACKO
I really did not expect much personality out of your software but you cuss and that really breaks the fourth *I say this as I 

awkwardly look out the stage at the audience*

MIRA
Well I am illegally downloaded!

*pitched-down demonic laugh track*

MACK0
Fuck you. [All that was given to Zane]

MIRA
This painfully obvious even without my emotional heat reader, you are very on edge. Nervous perhaps…scared maybe

MACKO
I really don’t have a clue what I am doing

MIRA
Well, I could help you. Lets start at what’s going through your head

[Abstracted visuals {darker toned that the psychedelic ones showed before with light flares shooting through or something 
like that…just darker and with the sound more low-toned droney}

MACKO
I’m sorry Mira but I don’t have weird, trippy visuals in my head. Yea I have anxiety but I really can’t describe visually what 

it is

MIRA
It was just an abstracted account of your feelings

MACKO
Well they look very 2013

*laugh track…maybe one guy laughing*

MIRA
Well maybe if you got a legitimate copy of me, you can upgrade to the 2023 version

MACKO
I sometimes feel like I am lying to myself. I keep thinking that actions, regardless of how poor they, will turn out Disney

*Mira plays Disney opening theme*

MACKO



Everything will turn out OK. Go ahead and be lazy…as long as I think everything will turn out ok, my ending will be like the 
movies

*MIRA spazzes static and noise*

*Mira shows Holy like television. Pulled from Church specials. Think about you can skew them and imbed Hyper Life 
logo into them*

MACKO
Is it uncool to say I enjoy going to Hyper Real.

MIRA
It’s good to have a sense of holiness and enjoy whatever you want

MACKO
Necrophilia?

*American Horror Story music snippet*

MIRA
Well

MACKO
They got me kneeling down, shaking hands with people I don’t know, making me say things I am not sure about. All things I 

know I should hate, but there’s something there

MIRA
Describe that

MACKO
Then I’ll sound like people that try to sway you into these types of things

MIRA
What types of things?

MACKO
Those things

MIRA
Things?

MACKO
Things

MIRA
Things?
MACKO
Groups



MIRA
Groups?

MACKO
Separation

MIRA
Of

MACKO
Church

MIRA
And

MACKO
Everything else man

MIRA
Woman

MACKO
It’s just something I really develop by myself. Even though everything I say is between you and me…

*4TH WALL SYNDROME on the screen with jolting sound*

MACKO
Even though everything I say is between you and me, Hyper Real and what it means to me is something I’ll keep to myself

MIRA
I know what it means to you; don’t pretend that I don’t know. Don’t pretend that I don’t know Macko. I really know what it 
means to you. You may say a quarter of what you’re feeling but I keep a record of everything you feel. Don’t pretend. *As 

Mira says, the voice gets more intense as well as harsher drone, then stops for Macko to speak*

MACKO
I’m deleting you tomorrow *Mario –ey success coin sound*

MIRA
Macko

*Macko is on the floor, one shoe on, legs spread apart, lackadaisically on the phone, totally not paying attention towards 
Mira (and definitely not the crowd)*

Mira
We need to continue.

*Make ignoring too long* 
*Mira ghostly, slowly (drenched in reverb) says “WEEE NEEEEED TOOOO CONNTINNUEEE” over a made up text log on the 

screen of what I am drooling over on my phone…something like this: 
Me: Hey 



Her: Hey
Me: what r u doin

Her: drunk
Me: I miss you

[long pause as I get ansty]
Me: Hope youre having fun
Her: I am [crazy ass smiley]

Me: …cool
Her: do u stil have my charger?

Me: yes! come ovaaa
Her: i need to show u my new tat2

Me: oh shii, is it a pink dragon tribal around your thigh twirling up into you V
Her: Adrian…gosh stfu
Me: Who’s Adr…

MIRA
Macko! *4 differently pitched, loud ways (but at the same time)*


